DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
iuspects this when he spends his pleasant days and nights in
Budapest and thinks he is getting to know the Magyars.
I once sat on a cafe terrace overlooking Budapest with a Jew,
in exceptionally intelligent one. He looked reflectively over the
;ity. 'Isn't it lovely?' he said. 'You know, this, and not Vienna, was
.he Jews* paradise.' I had never thought it out quite as far as that,
3ut as soon as he said it I knew that he was right,
In Hungary you had, as that old Magyar nobleman said who
! quoted to you earlier, a ruling class, the nobles and magnates,
tfho chose to pretend that business was beneath them and used
:he Jews for all matters of buying and selling, banking and money-
ending, accounting and manufacturing. By doing tliis, as they
^ent out hunting or sat by the fireside and in a lordly way com-
nanded the gipsies to make music for them, they delivered the
country to the Jews and surrendered their own mastery of it to the
fews.
The Hungarians, the masses, the people who lived on and from
die land, noticed little difference. It was a change of bond-
masters. They remained plough-fodder and factory-fodder, but
it was an age when the number of factories and chimneys, of which
the noblemen understood nothing, was daily increasing, and the
aumber of shops, fed by the factories, was increasing in like ratio,
and the power of the Jews grew and grew, and even on the land,
as the indolent noblemen, with ^ their flashy phrases and their
stupid acts, went bankrupt or signed more and more bills, the
number of acres in Jewish ownership grew and grew likewise.
It was the age of the machine, and the Jews slipped slickly into
that gap between the lords of the manor and the serfs and soon
monopolized all the functions that neither understood: the one
class because it was too arrogant and lazy, the other because it was
too downtrodden and kept in ignorance and serfdom. It was a
golden age for the Jews, and Hungary in that half century before
the World War became, as my Jewish acquaintance said, the Jews'
paradise.
Then came a thing you should remember when you read that
lamentable outcry: What, oh what on earth is to become of the
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